EBOLA = international emergency of unknown colossal magnitude. UK government pledges £427m aid

OCTOBER 2014
CHASE OT procures and delivers ETC infrastructure

OCTOBER 2014
1st British ETC set up in Kerry Town

CA provides surge capacity – huge quantities/short deadlines

NOVEMBER 2014
7th ETC given go-ahead

Situation worsens – a further 5 ETCs immediately requested and actioned

JANUARY 2015
CAIPA implement supply chain strategy to include 5 pillars

JANUARY 2015
IPA & Crown Agents form CAIPA to set up and manage full end-to-end supply chain to resupply all ETCs, CCCs and Labs

48 hour turnround of Charter flights from UK to Sierra Leone implemented

MAY 2015
Ebola cases began to reduce – some ETCs closed

MAY 2015 ONWARDS
Reverse logistics operations managed while still maintaining a forward supply chain through Ferry Junction

Reverse logistics base handles, receives sorts and stores, maintains/disposes of all DFID procured assets and stock from closed ETCs

Second in-country warehouse established in Hastings to implement reverse logistics

Sources:
- WHO, National Health Ministries and HDX
- British ETC set up in Kerry Town
- Charter flights continue throughout

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
CAIPA are now using existing infrastructure to support other programmes including Free Health Care (FHC) in Sierra Leone to support their efforts on past Ebola recovery. This includes supporting FHC procurement & distribution to 78 district hospitals nationwide.